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The Activist's Mixtape
A PROTESTS SONGS STUDY FROM BILLIE HOLIDAY

TO BEYONCE' 

O U R  R E V O L U T I O N  W I L L  B E  T E L E V I S E D !

I  B R E A K  C H A I N S  A L L  B Y  M Y S E L F
W O N ' T  L E T  M Y  F R E E D O M  R O T  I N  H E L L

H E Y !  I ' M A  K E E P  R U N N I N G ' C A U S E  A
W I N N E R  D O N ' T  Q U I T  O N  T H E M S E L V E S

Beyonce'  | Freedom | Lemonade 



Rehearsal: 
Before we take the time to study protest music, let's take time to
process its history. Bridgett Henwood's piece takes us through the
decades of music being used to push forward the voices of during
times of unrest.

You will be working in teams of four (4). Each team member
is responsible for reading one section. While reading your
part, take notes on at least five items to share with your
group on your time frame of protest music. 

Take notes in the section provided at the end of each part
of the article or in your own writing space. When everyone
finishes reading and taking notes, share your findings with
your teammates. 

*Finish up early and waiting on your partners? Check out the
provided QR codes to hear some of the songs mentioned in the
article!

The history of American protest
music, from “Yankee Doodle” to

Kendrick Lamar
https://www.vox.com/culture/2017/4/12/14462948/protest-music-history-

america-trump-beyonce-dylan-misty
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Protest Music: A Primer-Partner #1

Protest music has been around for centuries: As long as people have been
getting fed up with the status quo, they’ve been singing about it. And
because music styles, human emotions, and social issues are so wide-
ranging, protest songs are too.These songs are usually written to be part of
a movement for cultural or political change, and to galvanize that
movement by drawing people together and inspiring them to take action or
reflect.Protest songs often skew liberal, and usually fall under two major
categories: politically charged, topical songs taking issue with the
government, or culturally focused songs aimed at injustices facing
marginalized groups.This broad categorization gives songwriters a lot of
leeway to experiment — songs can be quiet and haunting, boisterous and
biting, or simple and catchy. And even when no major political movement or
cultural shift is happening, musicians can contribute to the canon with bold
songs about smaller issues.
American Protest Music 1.0: War and Slavery Through Song
The first American protest songs were crafted for a purpose: to draw
people together around a central mission. Grounded in simple verses and
refrains, the tunes were often lifted from hymns or remade from songs
people already knew, with lyrics frequently written as easy-to-learn call and
response. These songs were less about beauty and finesse than about
utility and purpose.

The tradition goes back to the country’s founding. “Free America” was one of
the nascent US’s first protest songs, a Revolutionary War call to action song
by minuteman Joseph Warren. “Yankee Doodle,” now popular as a children’s
song, was actually written by British soldiers mocking their American
counterparts during the Revolutionary War, but Americans took up the tune
ironically to toss it back in the Brits’ faces.

More of the first widely known protest songs in the US came from slaves,
mostly derived from hymns with themes of freedom or escape. “Go Down,
Moses,” based on Old Testament stories of Moses freeing the Israelites
from slavery in Egypt, was even reportedly used by Harriet Tubman as a
code song while operating the Underground Railroad. Spirituals provided
an opportunity to gather together, share feelings, and lament or be joyful
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During the Civil War, the Union side took up the protest song “John Brown’s
Body.” Sung to the tune of a popular call-and-response camp meeting song
(better known today as the melody to “The Battle Hymn of the Republic”),
“John Brown’s Body” was about the eponymic abolitionist whose Harpers
Ferry raid sparked tensions that led to the start of the Civil War.“

John Brown’s body lies a-mouldering in the grave / His soul is marching on,”
the lyrics repeat, while a later verse calls for hanging Jefferson Davis, the
leader of the Confederacy, from an apple tree. Such lyrics typify the protest
songs of the time: They’re simple and repetitive, and therefore easy to learn
and share with others, which helped make the song a Union favorite.

Finished Up?
Check out one of
the songs from
this section by

scanning the QR
Code!

BATTLE HYMN OF THE
REBPUBLIC

Finished Up?
Check out one of
the songs from
this section by

scanning the QR
Code!

JOHN BROWN'S BODY

Notes
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The Dawn of Folk Music-Partner #2

Popular protest music ballooned further into the mainstream when
contemporary folk began to hit radios in the post–World War II 1940s, and
continued to dominate the protest music scene in the lead-up to the
turbulent late 1960s and early ’70s. Folk artists like Pete Seeger and, a
decade or so later, Peter, Paul, and Mary and Joan Baez, used the mostly
acoustic form to broadcast their politics to a nation struggling through the
civil rights era and moving toward the Vietnam War.

The music — artful in its composition and filled with both heavy metaphor
and straightforward political commentary — drew political movements
together. Because songs were now broadcast on television and played at
huge concerts, fans and protesters alike were able to interact with and take
ownership of songs in a new way.

Woody Guthrie, an Oklahoma singer-songwriter, is probably the best-known
name of the genre, and jump-started the folk protest movement. Guthrie
grew up working class in the Dust Bowl, listening to protest songs by labor
activist and songwriter Joe Hill and sitting around campfires talking about
socialism.

Guthrie penned “This Land Is Your Land” in critical response to ultra-
popular Broadway songwriter Irving Berlin’s smash hit “God Bless
America.” (Some of Guthrie’s more scathing lyrics, which you can hear in the
video above, were left out of the final, widely distributed recording — for
example: “There was a big high wall there that tried to stop me / The sign
was painted, said ‘Private Property.’”)

The song became an anthem for the working class he came from, propelled
along by his reputation as an authentic voice from the trenches. Guthrie’s
songs were seen as honest and lived-in, not pandering — essential to a
successful protest song.
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Bob Dylan, whose name is almost synonymous with 1960s activist music,
lists Guthrie as a main influence. But despite his reputation, Dylan denies
being a writer of protest songs. Instead, he insists his tunes, like “Blowin’ in
the Wind” and “Times They Are a Changin,’” were co-opted by civil rights and
Vietnam War protesters and then imbued with meaning to make them the
marquee songs of the movements. While they were sung at countless rallies
and marches and swayed along to at concerts, Dylan edged away from the
suggestion that he was a movement leader.

While Dylan attempted to move on with his career, shifting from acoustic to
electric guitar in a move that shocked and outraged audiences at the 1965
Newport Folk Festival, the ship had already sailed for him to regain
ownership of his music: As Lynskey says in his book, Dylan “lost ownership
of [his songs], and their nuances.” The songs were already part of history,
burned into the fabric of the civil rights movement and controlled by the
people who made them protest songs.

Finished Up?
Check out one of
the songs from
this section by

scanning the QR
Code!

PETE SEEGER
WE SHALL OVERCOME

Finished Up?
Check out one of
the songs from
this section by

scanning the QR
Code!

BOB DYLAN
BLOWIN; IN THE WIND

Notes
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Protesting with Soul Music: Partner #3
While folk music was blowing up, soul music was too. In the 1950s, black
artists began making music with roots in gospel music, blues, and jazz that
became the soul movement, which was positioned in direct response to the
injustices of the civil rights era.

Explicit protest songs were dubbed “freedom songs,” which Tamara
Roberts, an ethnomusicologist from the University of California Berkeley,
says were “especially powerful because they came out of the black church
tradition, and out of a shared body of song, and already had a history.”
Artists making these songs helped galvanize the black side of the civil rights
movement, giving activists a new way to express both hope and frustration.

Singer-songwriter Nina Simone’s first protest song is exemplary of the era.
Written after the 1963 murder of civil rights activist Medgar Evers in
Mississippi, and after four young black girls were killed in the bombing
of Alabama’s 16th Street Baptist Church, “Mississippi Goddam” became the
fiery anthem of black political protest. Its lyrics balk at the then-popular
refrain to “go slow” on movements like desegregation and reunification, and
they speak out about everyday injustices black people face.

Sam Cooke set a different tone with 1964’s “A Change Is Gonna Come,” a
track that expressed less anger and more melancholy hopefulness. “What’s
Going On” by Marvin Gaye, an early 1970s protest song, could be applied to
a number of different grievances. “It alluded to all of these changes in
society and all of these struggles,” says Roberts, “but he keeps coming back
to this statement, sometimes a question. It can be directed toward multiple
people and institutions.”

Shortly thereafter, poet and singer Gil Scott-Heron released 1971’s “The
Revolution Will Not Be Televised,” a spoken-word ode to the black power
movement that combines poetry and jazz to make specifically black protest
art. Heron penned the song in the rocky political climate surrounding the
Vietnam War and the Kent State shootings, which sparked demonstrations
across the US. “The Revolution Will Not Be Televised” was a message that
political movements belonged to those who were protesting: not the media,
not the government, but rather the activists and those who wanted to make
a change.
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Rap, Rock, and Social Commentary of the ’80s and ’90s

As the Vietnam War drew to a close — after inspiring a plethora of
popular protest songs — the 1980s and ’90s gave way to a relatively calmer
political climate. 

And as hyper-concentrated social justice movements took a back seat,
protest songs focused on more general social commentary rose to the
fore.As with the boom in electronic recording in the 1930s, the music video
helped shape this era: MTV and VH1 made visuals and music a package
deal, giving artists a second way to express themselves and their views.

Punk and punk-rock music bloomed in the late ’70s and the ’80s, giving rise
to songs like the Dead Kennedys’ “Nazi Punks Fuck Off” and “Holiday in
Cambodia,” the former a screamy song yelling about the obvious, and the
latter a biting critique of wealthy American 20-somethings, contrasting their
cushy US life with the horrors of the genocidal Khmer Rouge dictatorship in
Cambodia.

Finished Up?
Check out one of
the songs from
this section by

scanning the QR
Code!

SAM COOKE
CHANGE IS GONNA COME

Finished Up?
Check out one of
the songs from
this section by

scanning the QR
Code!

NINA SIMONE
MISSISSIPPI

G*DDAMN

Notes
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Rap, Rock, and Social Commentary of the ’80s and ’90s Continued:
Partner #4

In the ’80s, rap music went mainstream, with N.W.A.’s “Fuck Tha Police” offering
up a scathing indictment of police brutality. Public Enemy’s “Fight the
Power,” with its call-to-action “We've gotta fight the powers that be” lyrics,
followed the same rap-as-protest trend. A decade later, the California band
Rage Against the Machine churned out countless rap-rock protest songs
like “Sleep Now in the Fire,” rapping about the colonization of America and
atomic bombs in World War II, and “Testify,” which came with a music video
lambasting George W. Bush, Al Gore, and American politics.

This era also saw the first concentrated feminist rock movement of its kind, as
women in the 1990s began the short-lived but long-remembered riot grrrl
movement. Riot grrrls came together with a focus on forwarding progressive
agendas like fighting potential Bush-era sanctions on abortion rights,
protesting apartheid, and generally working to stamp out patriarchal norms.

Bikini Kill’s 1993 “Rebel Girl” sings about lesbians in love (and was used in a viral
Hillary Clinton video during the 2016 campaign season), while Sleater-Kinney’s
“A Real Man” from 1995 roars about not wanting a man’s advances. The riot
grrrl movement fell apart by the mid-’90s, but its gritty attitude was a pure
expression of the frustration of the moment.

The ’80s and ’90s didn’t produce buckets of protest music, but they did lay the
groundwork for what politically charged songs can look like in an era without a
galvanizing political movement. Common themes crop up in these socially
conscious songs: feminism, privilege, police brutality — issues in America that
aren’t going anywhere.

9/11 and the Bush Era Revive the Protest Song — Almost

Protest music usually tends to flourish in times of major political upheaval.
After a relative lack of civic or social turmoil in the ’90s, it seemed like the
terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, and the subsequent invasion of Iraq
by then-President George W. Bush would give protest music a serious
revival.But while the post-9/11 era fostered a deep pool of emotion, frustration,
and unrest that helped singers produce some standout tracks, the lack of a
unifying political movement left a millennial protest song resurgence dead in
the water.
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This isn’t for lack of trying, though. Bands like Green Day and Bright Eyes
satirized the direction the US took post-9/11 and in the Iraq War. The title
track of Green Day’s 2004 album American Idiot took aim at the war in Iraq,
with singer Billie Joe Armstrong specifically targeting the 24-hour news cycle
and how constant coverage and media “propaganda” brainwashed the
nation into believing whatever they saw on TV.

Indie singer-songwriter Conor Oberst, who produces music under the name
Bright Eyes, released a biting criticism of Bush called “When the President
Talks to God” in 2005 — which he played, in a full cowboy getup, to a
massive viewing audience on The Tonight Show With Jay Leno that same
year. Neil Young wrote “Let’s Impeach the President” in 2006; Dixie Chicks
lead singer Natalie Maines infamously dissed Bush at a 2003 concert in
London and stopped the band’s meteoric rise in its tracks; and rapper Sage
Francis released “Makeshift Patriot” in October 2001, critiquing the media’s
coverage of the 9/11 attacks.

These artists, and more, kept the protest tradition alive. Still, Bush won
reelection, American troops stayed in Iraq, and a centralized political
movement never evolved. Dorian Lynskey quotes the Flaming Lips’ Wayne
Coyne in his book: “It’s not like Vietnam. … 

Finished Up?
Check out one of
the songs from
this section by

scanning the QR
Code!

GREEN DAY
AMERICAN IDIOT

Finished Up?
Check out one of
the songs from
this section by

scanning the QR
Code!

RAGE AGAINST THE
MACHINE
TESTIFY

Notes
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PROTESTS MUSIC
SOUNDTRACK

WAKE UP EVERYBODY    
HAROLD  MELVIN  &  THE

BLUE  NOTES

FIGHT THE POWER     

PUBLIC  ENEMY

SLIPPING INTO DARKNESS  

WAR

ALRIGHT                      

KENDRICK  LAMAR

GET UP!  STAND UP!     
BOB  MARLEY

STRANGE FRUIT      

BILLIE  HOLIDAY

MIDDLE CHILD         

J .  COLE

THE REVOLUTION WILL
NOT BE TELEVISED
GIL  SCOTT -HERON

FREEDOM  

BEYONCE ’

SAY IT  LOUD-I ’M BLACK
AND I ’M PROUD   
JAMES  BROWN

THIS IS  AMERICA 
CHILDISH  GAMBINO

I  WISH I  KNEW HOW IT
WOULD FEEL TO BE  FREE
NINA  SIMON

O-O-H CHILD                         

THE  FIVE  STAIRSTEPS

MR. OFFICER                      
TEE  GRIZZLEY

WHITE PRIVILEGE I I
MACKLEMORE  &  

RYAN  LEWIS

Are you ready to
jam?
Just scan the QR Code to begin
working on a playlist project of
these amazing protest songs!

The assignment can be found at: 
https://tinyurl.com/y89nqjxb


